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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation fokussiert sich auf die schwingungsspektroskopische Charakterisierung eines

sehr bekannten photochromen Moleküls, alpha-Dinitrobenzylpyridin (α-DNBP), in seinem Grundzu-

stand. Zu diesem Zweck wurden die spontane Raman-Spektroskopie und eine Kombination

von zeitaufgelöster und polarisationsaufgelöster kohärenter Anti-Stokes-Raman-Spektroskopie

(CARS) eingesetzt, um die Schwingungsspektren im Bereich des chemischen Fingerabdrucks

aufzunehmen. Die Zuweisung der Schwingungsmoden wurde mit Hilfe von Ergebnissen aus

Rechnungen der Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) unterstützt. In dieser Arbeit stellt sich im Vergleich

zwischen den DFT berechneten und den experimentellen Raman Spektren Unterschiede her-

aus. Das berechnete Spektrum prognostizierte zwei Nitro-Schwingungen bei 1360 cm-1 und bei

1379 cm-1 als unterscheidbare Schwingungs-Raman-Banden, aber weder die spontane Raman-

oder die konventionelle CARS-Spektroskopie waren in der Lage diese aufzulösen, obwohl die

instrumentale spektrale Auflösung ausreichend ist. Um die zwei Schwingungsmoden experi-

mentell nachzuweisen wurde die Differenz ihrer Depolarisationsverhältnisse, die aus der DFT

Berechnung extrahiert wurden, als Grundlage verwendet. Darüber hinaus zeigt die Berechnung

des Depolarisationsverhältnisses über den spektralen Bereich beider Schwingungsmoden für

zwei zueinander orthogonal polarisierten spontanen Raman Spektren einen deutlichen Hinweis

auf das Vorhandensein zweier unterscheidbarer Moden bei ca. 1347 cm-1 und 1363 cm-1. Jedoch

kann die polarisationsaufgelöste spotane Raman-Spektroskopie diese nicht ausreichend auflösen.

In dieser Dissertation wurde die Freiheit der Wahl der Polarisationsausrichtung, die durch einen

CARS-Aufbau gegeben ist, verwendet, um die Trennung der Moden zu ermöglichen. Dazu wurde

ein neues polarisationskontrolliertes CARS-Spektroskopie-Prinzip, das leicht abgewandelt von

dem konventionellen polarisationsaufgelösten CARS-Schema ist, eingesetzt. Dieses Schema

nutzt die Polarisationsrichtung des Analysator aus, um den einen CARS-Messpeak oder den

anderen stärker zu unterdrücken. Die Arbeit zeigt erfolgreich, dass beide Moden bei 1347 cm-1 und

1363 cm-1 in polarisationskontrollierten CARS-Spektren voneinander getrennt aufgelöst werden

und präsentiert die Schwingungscharakterisierung von α-DNBP im Grundzustand.

Erste transiente Absorptionsmessungen an Thioxanthon wurden ebenfalls durchgeführt, um

den Übergang von Grundzustandsmessungen zu Messungen der ultraschnellen Übergänge im

angeregten Zustand einzuleiten.
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Summary

This thesis is about the vibrational spectroscopic characterization of a famous photochromic

molecule, alpha-dinitrobenzylpyridine (α-DNBP), in its ground state. For this purpose, spontaneous

Raman spectroscopy and the combination of time-resolved and polarization-resolved coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectroscopies were employed to acquire vibrational spectra

in fingerprint region. The vibrational modes assignment was carried out using results from the

density-functional theory (DFT) calculations. During this study, the comparison between the

DFT calculated and the experimental Raman spectra presented a discrepancy. The calculated

spectrum predicted the two nitro modes at 1360 cm-1 and 1379 cm-1 as distinct peaks, but the

spontaneous Raman and the conventional CARS spectroscopies were unable to resolve them

despite the availability of sufficient instrumental spectral resolution. In order to experimentally

verify the existence of the two modes, the difference in their DFT-calculated depolarization ratios

was used as reference. Furthermore, when the depolarization ratio values for the spontaneous

Raman spectra, acquired for two orthogonal polarization detection, were calculated around the

spectral region of the two modes, they gave a clear hint for the existence of the two distinct

modes at roughly 1347 cm-1 and 1363 cm-1. However, polarization-resolved spontaneous Raman

spectroscopy could not resolve them. In this thesis, the freedom of polarization control offered

by the CARS configuration was then utilized for this purpose. A novel polarization-controlled

CARS spectroscopy scheme, which is slightly different from the conventional polarization-resolved

CARS spectroscopy, was employed. In this scheme, the angel of the polarization of the analyzer

can be varied to suppress the CARS peak of one mode over the other. This thesis successfully

demonstrates the fully resolved two nitro peaks at 1347 cm-1 and 1363 cm-1 in the acquired

polarization-controlled CARS spectra and presents the vibrational characterization of α-DNBP in

the ground state.

First transient absorption measurements on thioxanthone were preformed to initiate the change

from ground state studies to studies of the ultrafast transitions in excite states.
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1 Motivation

A prominent representative of photochromic molecules is alpha-dinitrobenzylpyridine (α-DNBP)

from the family of the nitrobenzylpyridine compounds. These photochromic molecules are con-

sidered as promising candidates for developing ultrafast molecular optical switches. For this

development, it is necessary to understand the elementary steps involved in the photochromic

reaction of these molecules. The first report on the photochromism of α-DNBP is nearly a century

old and it is by now established that the ground state (CH) form of α-DNBP undergoes photoin-

duced intramolecular proton transfer to create excited-state (OH and NH) forms. However, the

elementary steps of the ultrafast dynamic of the reaction are still largely unknown. Analyzing

experimental data suggest the involvement of several short-lived intermediates, which include one

unknown intermediate. The advent of modern ultrafast laser spectroscopic techniques has now

made it possible to spectroscopically monitor the ultrafast reaction dynamics and to chemically

identify the intermediates. However, this monitoring demands a comprehensive and reliable

vibrational spectroscopic characterization of the ground state (CH) form of α-DNBP in order to

compare the changes appeared in time-resolved spectra. With this clear motivation, this thesis

is dedicated to the vibrational characterization of the α-DNBP in ground state by combining the

computed results of DFT calculations and the experimental observations of the spontaneous

Raman spectroscopy and the time-resolved and polarization-resolved coherent anti-stokes Raman

spectroscopy (CARS). During this thesis, a time-and polarization-resolved CARS spectroscopy

setup was developed which employed two femtosecond optical parametric amplifiers as input

pulses. The polarization control offered by CARS configuration was used to implement a novel

polarization-controlled CARS spectroscopy. This novel arrangement then utilized for resolving two

almost overlapping modes of nitro groups which appeared as single peak in normal Raman and

conventional CARS spectroscopies.
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2 Introduction

This thesis describes the vibrational spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP [2-(2,4-dinitrobenzyl)-

pyridine], a photochromic molecule, in its electronic ground state on the basis of experimentally

acquired spontaneous Raman spectra and time- & polarization-resolved coherent anti-Stokes

Raman scattering (CARS) spectra. The computed results of DFT calculations were used for mode

assignments to the intensity peaks in the acquired Raman spectra. The photochromic family of

the nitrobenzylpyridine compounds, represented by α-DNBP, are of great interest due to their

possible potential use in ultrafast optical switches or storage devices.[1] However, the elementary

steps of the photochromic reaction of α-DNBP on the ultrafast time-scale is not fully understood

yet. Such understanding is important for final stage development and manipulation for utilization

its unique properties. Several time-resolved techniques like transient absorption, time-resolved

resonance Raman etc. have provided different aspects of the reaction.[2, 3] The recent availability

of ultrafast lasers has opened the doors for new promising time-resolved spectroscopy techniques

in femtosend time regime.[4, 5] One such prominent technique is the time-resolved CARS spec-

troscopy which is capable to follow the photochromic reaction of α-DNBP and provides complete

vibrational spectra for chemical identification of reaction intermediates, all with femtosecond time-

resolution.[6, 7] Such monitoring requires to have in hand a comprehensive and reliable vibrational

spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP in its electronic ground state, so that in excited states

studies, the changes appearing in spectra can be compared. Keeping in mind the future scope

of CARS in its time-resolved studies, the time-resolved CARS spectroscopy was chosen here

for the vibrational characterization of α-DNBP. A versatile time- and polarization-resolved CARS

spectroscopy setup was developed during this study. In particular, a novel polarization-controlled

CARS configuration was for the first time introduced to resolve two almost overlapping nitro modes

of α-DNBP. The organization of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 3 gives the theoretical background of photochromic behavior of α-DNBP, introduction to

spontaneous Raman spectroscopy and Raman depolarization ratio. Then, it provides the concept

and implementation method of CARS spectroscopy and its polarization control. It discusses the

presence of non-resonant background in CARS spectroscopy and its influence on the quality of

CARS spectrum. Further, it presents various techniques available for its suppression.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental setup used to acquire spontaneous Raman spectra of

α-DNBP in solution. Then, it explains the CARS experimental setup developed for acquiring

polarization-controlled CARS spectra of α-DNBP. It also discusses the DFT calculation performed

on α-DNBP to calculate normal molecular modes and depolarization ratios.

Chapter 5 contains the results of DFT calculation and various experimentally acquired spectra

of α-DNBP in its electronic ground state. The chapter then discusses the results to assign the

modes and finally presents the complete vibrational characterization of the molecule.
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3 Theoretical Background

In this chapter the behavior of α-DNBP is described and a brief historical context is given. It is

then followed by the theory of spontaneous Raman spectroscopy including the depolarization ratio.

Finally I will explain the theory of coherent anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy, including the source

of non-resonant background in CARS and then various non-resonant background suppression

techniques.

3.1 Photochromic behavior of α-DNBP

Photochromism is a reversible transformation of a substance by absorption of light resulting in a

change in the absorption spectrum, which mostly results in changing the color. The photochromic

behavior of 2-(2’,4’-dinitrobenzyl)pyridine [α-DNBP] was first discovered by Tschitschibabin et al.

in its crystalline form in 1925.[8] Tschitischibabin et al. described that the pale-yellow crystals of α-

DNBP change into a blue crystal under ultra violate irradiation. Since then not all involved transition

states have been confirmed. More than three decades later Hardwick et al. could prove, that the

same reaction is not limited to the crystalline form, but also occurs in the liquid phase.[9] Today it is

established, that the photochromic dynamics are based on an photoinduced intramolecular proton

transfer (PIPT). Three tautimers of α-DNBP are well known, first the thermodynamic most stable

state (CH-form), second a long lived protonated pyridine state (NH-form) and third a short-lived

aci-nitro state (OH-form). The labeling is based on the moving proton, which can move from

the methylene bridge (CH) to the nitrogen of the pyridine ring (NH) or to the ortho nitro group

(OH) on the benzyl ring. The resulting transition scheme is shown in Figure 3.1 on the left. Both

OH- and NH-forms are achieved with only small structural changes. The CH conformer absorbs

around 360 nm and below, the NH-form has an adsorbing band in the region around 570 nm, while

the OH-form has an absorbing band around 410 nm. Furthermore an unknown state absorbing

at 335 nm has been identified recently and this state is called precurser state (P).[2, 10, 11] In

Figure 3.1 on the right hand side the potential energy diagram of the crystaline state of α-DNBP

Figure 3.1: On the left simplified three-species transition diagram of the reactions of α-DNBP. On the right
a potential energy diagram of the PIPT in crystalline state and the corresponding thermally
energy barriers of the back reaction, reproduced[10]
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3 Theoretical Background

is depicted, including the precursor state. The CH*-state, which is the photo excited state of the

CH-form, can thermally decay in any of the other three species. The precurser state decay in

either the OH or the ground state, the OH form in the NH state or the ground form and the NH

finally in the ground state. An interconversion between most states to each other is also possible

by photoinduction.[12] All photoinduced reaction are linear dependent on concentration of one

reactant, therefore they are first-order reactions. Corval et al. assumed from their experiments,

that the P state will be very similar to the OH-form, most importantly they proposed that the

conjugation of the system is weaker than in final OH-form. Till now the real structure of the

precursor state is unknown. The time scale on which the photoinduced dynamics occur changes

from several hours in the crystal to less than a picosecond in solution.[2, 8] It has been reported,

that the colorless P state can be formed in polymer samples doped with α-DNBP and that heating

a previously irradiated sample in the dark still results in the same color change.[13] The fact, that

it is quite stable in the crystaline form highly indicates that the precursor state is a short-lived

tautomere and not a radical, bi-radical or triplet state. Furthermore, the colorless state should give

rise to the NH-form, so not only to the OH-form.[11, 13] Besides the possible changes caused

by temperature and weather it is in a crystalline state or solved, the solvent itself has an effect

on the photoinduced dynamics. For example the bleaching rates in propanol and toluene differ

three orders of magnitude. [14] This characteristic makes α-DNBP a good candidate for further

application like very fast data procession. But first the dynamics have to be understood and if

possible be tuned to future needs.

Investigating α-DNBP in solution should avoid ultra violet irradiation, if the sample is not stirred or

pumped, because there are reports of a yellow side product, which can absorb the UV radiation.[1,

9, 15]

3.2 Raman spectroscopy & depolarization ratio

The Raman spectroscopy is based on the Raman effect.[16] It describes an inelastic scattering of

light with matter. Due to possible vibrational motions of atoms or molecules the incoming light can

be shifted in respect to the energy of a specific vibrational mode. A vibrational mode is the motion

of two atoms or a group in a molecule with the same frequency and same phase and are also

called normal modes. Two cases are possible, the electromagnetic radiation can drive the motion

and therefore loses the energy, which is called Stokes scattering and in the other case the motion

is dampened and the energy from the motion is transferred to the photon, which is then called

anti-Stokes scattering.

In detail, the classical description of Raman effect can be explained as followed. Light is an

electromagnetic wave in a specific wavelength range and can be described as:

−→
E =
−→
E0 cos(ω0t). (3.1)

Where
−→
E is the electric field vector, ω0 the angular frequency and the t is the time. An exter-

nal electric field can induce a dipole moment µind in a molecule or atom, which in first order
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approximation of the polarizability α(1) is given by:[17]

−−→µind = α(1)−→E . (3.2)

The polarizability is a indicator how easy a material can respond to an external field and the

superscript in brackets indicates the order. In general, the polarizability is a second rank tensor

given as follows for the first order:

α(1) =

αxx αxy αxz

αyx αyy αyz

αzx αzy αzz

 . (3.3)

Every element expresses the response to an external field sorted by the direction of the induced

polarization and the direction of the electrical field. The first subscribe represents the orientation of

the resulting polarization and the second one represents the orientation of the inducing electrical

field. The induced polarization does not have to be in the same direction as the electrical field.

Every vibrational mode can be described by a nuclear coordinate qr and far from its resonance it

can be expressed as a harmonic oscillation:

qr = qr0 cos (ωr t + Φr ). (3.4)

Every bond is vibrating around its equilibrium position (qr0) and has a random phase (Φr ). This

motion can additionally modulate the polarizability of the system, which results in a modulation of

the induced dipole moment. Since the displacement is very small a Taylor series of first order is

sufficient to define the new polarizability

α(q) = α0 +
∑

r

(
δα

δqr

)
0

qr . (3.5)

With the help of Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.5 the induced polarizability as in Equation 3.2 will

become as follows:

µind =

[
α0 +

∑
r

(
δα

δqr0

)
0

qr cos (ωr t + Φr )

]
E0 cos (ω0t). (3.6)

Using the trigonometric addition theorem it can be simplified to

µind = α0E0 cos (ω0t) Rayleigh scattering

+
∑

r

1
2

(
δα

δqr0

)
0

qr E0 cos ( [ω0 − ωr ]t − Φr ) Stokes scattering

+
∑

r

1
2

(
δα

δqr0

)
0

qr E0 cos ( [ω0 + ωr ]t + Φr ). anti-Stokes scattering

(3.7)

In the first term the frequency of the incident light does not change and this is called Rayleigh

scattering. For the second term the frequency is reduced by the vibrational frequency and is

called Stokes scattering. The last term increases the emitted frequency and is called anti-Stokes

5



3 Theoretical Background

scattering. The last two terms are non zero in the case that the polarizability changes with the

movement around the equilibrium position. This is shown in Figure 3.2 as an energy scheme. If

the derivative of the polarization is zero, the mode is called Raman inactive. (
(
δα
δqr

)
0

= 0).

The common practice is to use relative wavenumber (cm-1) defined as:

ν̃r =
1
λ0
− 1
λs

= ν̃L − ν̃s. (3.8)

In this equation λ is the wavelength in vacuum and ν̃ is a wavenumber, the subscript 0 stands for

the incoming photon and s for the scattered photon. It is also called Raman shift. In conventional

Raman spectroscopy the positive relative wavenumber represents the Stokes scattering and the

negative the anti-Stokes scattering. Raman spectroscopy display the Raman shift versus intensity.

The region from 0 to ca. 1600 cm-1 is called fingerprint region and the resulting spectra are specific

for every molecule.

Figure 3.2: Energy scheme for Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. Soild lines for real levels and
dotted for virtual energy levels

Depolarization ratio

The depolarization ratio (ρ) for linear polarized light is defined as the ratio of perpendicular

polarized scattered light (I⊥) divided by parallel polarized scattered light (I‖) with the incident light

as a frame of reference. The equation for the depolarization ratio is defined as follows:

ρ =
I⊥
I‖

. (3.9)

A visualization of this is shown in Figure 3.3. The scattered light can be described as radiation from

an oscillating electric dipole. The intensity of this radiation is equal to the change in electromagnetic

flux (dΦ) viewed over a certain solid angle (Ω). For a dipole with a specific and fixed orientation in

space the intensity of the scattered light is given by:

I =
dΦ
dΩ

=
π2 c ν̃4 sin2 (θ)

2 ε0︸ ︷︷ ︸
const.

µ2
0 . (3.10)

6



So for a given setup, the scattered Intensity is only dependent on the amplitude of the induced

dipole moment µ0. The other parameter are the absolute wavenumber of the incident light ν̃, ε0

is the permittivity of vacuum, c is the speed of light in vacuum and θ is the angle between the

direction of the dipole moment and the direction of observation. In reality intensity is collected

around a certain angle, so a integration over the solid angle has to be done. Also it is strongly

dependent on the direction (sin2(θ)) of the measured Raman effect and to the square of the

amplitude of the polarizability. The polarizability itself is depending on the direction, because it

transforms the vector of the electrical field to an induced dipole. But it is not necessary, that both

vectors have the same direction. The dipole moment in Cartesian coordinate is then given by:µx

µy

µz

 =

αxx αxy αxz

αyx αyy αyz

αzx αzy αzz

 ·
Ex

Ey

Ez

 . (3.11)

For most cases, the polarizability tensor is symmetrical (αij = αji ), which reduces the needed

components to six. The average polarizability α and the anisotropy factor γ2 are independent of

the chosen axes and defined as:

α =
1
3

(αxx + αyy + αzz ) (3.12)

γ2 =
1
2

[
(αxx − αyy )2 + (αyy − αzz )2 + (αzz − αxx )2 + 6(α2

xy + α2
xz + α2

yz )
]

. (3.13)

The polarizability can be split in an isotropic part (αiso) and an anisotropic part (αaniso) and the

sum is the normal polarizability tensor. Expressing αiso as an diagonal matrix, with the diagonal

elements equal α and the αaniso matrix is just modified in the diagonal equals αii − α. So a total

Figure 3.3: Scheme for scattering of linearly polarized light. The incident green light (Ei ) is linearly polarized
and the scattered red light (Es) is eliptically polarized. In this spezific case it is scattered in an
90° angle to the incoming linear polarization.
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3 Theoretical Background

isotropic system has an anisotropy γ2 of zero and a total isotropic system results in α2 of zero.

Since I will use just liquid samples, the orientation of the molecules will be randomly oriented

and the intensity has to be average over all possible orientations of the system in relation to the

considered electrical field.[18] This is also true for examples of gases, ideal fluids and amorphous

material. For these cases, the average square of the symmetrical polarizability is considered as:

α2
xx = α2

yy = α2
zz =

45α2 + 4γ2

45
(3.14)

α2
yx = α2

yz = α2
zx =

γ2

15
(3.15)

αxxαyy = αyyαzz = αzzαxx =
45α2 − 2γ2

45
. (3.16)

All other product terms are equal to zero. Considering randomly orientated molecules with a fixed

position and orientation in space, so without any time dependency. An axis system is chosen,

that the molecules are in its origin and an incident beam is along the x-axis. For an epi-detection

system, the back-scattered light has to be taken into account. Assuming the light is traveling in

-x-direction and polarized in y-direction only the Ey component is non zeroµx

µy

µz

 =

α
′
xx α′xy α′xz

α′yx α′yy α′yz

α′zx α′zy α′zz

 ·
 0

Ey

0

 =

α
′
xy Ey

α′yy Ey

α′zy Ey

 . (3.17)

This equations are true for Rayleigh scattered light as well as for Raman scattered light. Just that

in case of Raman scattering, the polarizability tensor is replaced with its first derivative α′:

α′ =
(
δα

δqr0

)
. (3.18)

In this case, the equation for the depolarization ratio can be expressed as with Equation 3.10 :

ρ =
I⊥
I‖

=
Iz
Iy

=
α′2zy E2

y

α′2yy E2
y

=
3γ′2

45α′
2

+ 4γ′2
. (3.19)

The depolarization ratio for an isotropic molecule (γ′2 = 0) results in an polarized mode equal to

ρ = 0 and for an total anisotropic (α′
2

= 0) it results in an unpolarized mode equal to ρ = 3/4.

Furthermore, it can also be proved that the same equation is true for scattered light in 90°

of the polarization plane. But for the light, scattered in plane of the incident polarization, the

depolarization ratio will be one for all possible cases.

In a normal Raman spectrum, a difference in the intensity of the Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes

scattered light can be seen. Therefore a filter is blocking the Rayleigh scattered light, which

is usually the most intense one. Also the Stokes lines are more intense than the anti-Stokes

lines, which is not expressed in the equation above. Using the Boltzmann distribution, which

describes probability of encountering a molecule in a certain energy level, in a quantum mechanical

equivalent of the derived equation addresses this issue. Considering, that the energy of a vibration

8



(Er) can be expressed as the results of the Schrödinger equation for a particle in a box as:

Er = (vi + 1/2)hνr (vi = 0, 1, 2, ... ) (3.20)

In this equation, vi is the vibrational quantennumber, h is Plancks’s constant and νr is the molecular

vibrational frequency. Knowing that for transitions the absolute quantennumber difference can

only be zero (Rayleigh scattering) or one (Raman scattering) as a consequence of the harmonic

oscillation approximation. In addition, the Number of molecules in a specific state can then be

expressed in the Boltzmann distribution in combination with Equation 3.20 as

Nr = N
exp

(
−Er
kbT

)
∑

i
exp

(
−Ei
kbT

) = N
exp

(
−(νr +1/2)hcνr

kbT

)
∑

i
exp

(
−(vi +1/2)hcνr

kbT

) . (3.21)

In this equation, N is teh total number of molecules, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the

temperature in Kelvin. In quantum mechanical calculation the beginning and final state are taken

into account. Since for Rayleigh both states are the same, the dipole transition moment results

in similar formulas as the classical approach. The dipole transition moment for Stokes and anti-

Stokes transitions results in two different formulas, due to the orientation dependence of the dipole

transition moment. So the dipole transition moments for a single molecule in one direction are:

[µ(1)
x0 ]b←b = αxxEx0 + αxy Ey0 + αxzEz0 Rayleigh

[µ(1)
x0 ]vb+1←vb =

√
(vb + 1)h
8π2cνr

(α′xxEx0 + α′xy Ey0 + α′xzEz0) Stokes

[µ(1)
x0 ]vb−1←vb =

√
vbh

8π2cνr
(α′xxEx0 + α′xy Ey0 + α′xzEz0). anti-Stokes

(3.22)

The index 0 refers to the time-independent amplitude of the dipole transition moment, the index b

refers to the starting state and the superscript (1) expresses that the harmonic approximation is

used. In the end, the back scattered intensity of Raman light for a group of N molecules, randomly

oriented in space and an y-polarized excitation from the x-direction results in the following:

Iy =
hN(ν0 − νr )4

8ε2
0cνr

α′2yy E2
y

1− exp (−hcνr/kbT )
Stokes

Iy =
hN(ν0 + νr )4

8ε2
0cνr

α′2yy E2
y

exp (hcνr/kbT )− 1
. anti-Stokes

(3.23)

These equations show clearly, that the intensity of Stokes radiation is higher than the anti-Stokes

one. As a consequence, Stokes intensity is usually the choice to investigate molecules. Also the

linear dependency of the number of probed molecules is very useful for quantitative measurement.

This is true as long as there are no degenerated states involved.

It is worth mentioning, that under resonance condition the Raman scattering increases drastically,

but then also absorption occurs and, depending on the molecule, also fluorescence can occur.

Fluorescence means that a photon is absorbed and reemitted. The emitted photon has less

energy than the incident, because the excited electron undergoes also non-radiation decay. The

9



3 Theoretical Background

florescence spectrum is quite broad, more intense than the Stokes line and can be overlapping

with the Stokes radiation as well. The next chapter is about another Raman technique called

coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy.

3.3 CARS spectroscopy & polarization control

In this chapter the theory of the coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is explained.

Also the dependency of the polarization and it effects on the signal will be briefly explained.

Followed by a section addressing the origin of the non-resonant background and how to suppress

it.

The CARS process belongs to the four-wave mixing processes, because three incidents photons

are needed to generate a fourth one. A photon with the frequency ωL and a second photon with

the frequency ωS = ωL − ωr can interact with a molecule mode with the optical frequency ωr .

If the difference in frequency of both photons is matching the frequency of a vibrational level, it

drives the vibration due to stimulated emission. A third photon with the frequency ωp interacts

with the vibrating molecule and creates the fourth photon with the frequency ωaS = ωp + ωr . This

photons are nowadays called pump (ωL), Stokes (ωS), probe (ωp) and anti-Stokes (ωaS), because

of the frequency relation to each other.

For a CARS setup it is common to differentiate between degenerate or non-degenerate setup.

Degenerate CARS is using the same frequency for the pump and probe pulses, therefore it is also

called two color CARS. In contrast non-degenerate CARS employs three different frequencies for

the pump, Stokes and probe pulses and is referred to as three color CARS. Figure 3.4 show both

color schemes in an energy level diagram and in the frequency domain.

Figure 3.4: The top row illustrate the degenerate CARS process, on the left in an energy diagram and on
the right in the frequency domain. Same representation is done for the non-degenerate CARS
in the bottom row.
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In the literature this effect is described by first, the more frequently used, dielectric susceptibility

tensor (X )[19] and second the polarization tensor (α)[20]. The polarizability is a microscopic

quantity and the electric susceptibility a macroscopic one. The main difference is the used

electrical field, for the dielectric susceptibility the external applied field is important and for the

polarization tensor the local electric field. The local electric field depends on it surrounding

and is more complex to determine than the external applied field. Therefore I will continue with

explanations in terms of the dielectric susceptibility.

We expand the Taylor series for the dielectric susceptibility tensor to the third order as follows:

−−→µind = X (1)−→E + X (2)−→E 2 + X (3)−→E 3. (3.24)

The first-order term describes linear effect. The second-order term describes quadratic effects like

sum and different frequency generation, hyper-Raman effect and parametric oscillation.[21] But

for isotropic media X (2) is zero, because of the inversion symmetry in its macroscopic dielectric

properties. The third-order term is responsible for every four-wave mixing process like third-

harmonic generation, CARS and non-resonant background generation. In general the third-order

susceptibility involves three incoming photons and generates one at a different frequency. The

equation for the induced third-order polarization is as following:

µ(3)
ind (k4,ω4) = X (3)(ω4,ω1,ω2,ω3) : E1(k1,ω1)E2(k2,ω2)E3(k3,ω3). (3.25)

In this equation k is the wave vector, which has the direction of the propagation wave and the

length is inversely proportional to the wavelength. The tensorial product between X (3) and the

vectors of the electric field E of each photon is indicated by a double dot (:). For CARS we

just have to consider the permutations resulting in generating the anti-Stokes Photon with the

frequency relation ωaS = ωL − ωS + ωP . It can be mathematically shown that the CARS intensity is

described by:

ICARS =
(

3µ0ω0c
16n

)2

|X (3) |2 IL IS IP L2 sinc2
(
∆kL

2

)
. (3.26)

In this equation c the speed of light, n is the refractive index, L is the interaction length and

∆k = |kL − kS + kp − kaS| describes the wave vector mismatch. The sinc(x) function is the short

form for sin(x)/x and express the phase condition, the function reaches its global maximum at

0. To sum up the important dependencies of the intensity of CARS, quadratic dependency of

concentration, because X (3) depends on the concentration, and the dependency of the phase-

matching term sinc2(∆kL/2), giving CARS also a defined direction. The phase-matching condition

is fulfilled for ∆k = 0. For a degenerated setup this equations looks like this:

ωaS = 2ωL − ωS

ICARS =
(

3µ0ω0c
16n

)2

|X (3) |2 I2
L IS L2 sinc2

(
|2kL − kS − kaS|L

2

)
.

(3.27)

The necessity of fulfilling the phase-matching conditions and the need for at least two different fre-

quencies results in several possible configurations, having different advantages and disadvantages.

First of all I will explain same possibilities of the two and three beams setup, before explaining the

11



3 Theoretical Background

single beam also named collinear setup for CARS spectroscopy. The two beam CARS consist

of two beam paths where each beam path can contain more than one frequency. Using beam

combiners results in a single beam adding the different frequency components together. Therefore

it is possible to have a three color and two beam CARS setup. A three beam CARS can also be

degenerated using a beam splitter for creating a degenerated second beam of the pump beam.

All four possible configurations are illustrated in Figure 3.5. The setups show only one possible

geometry to archive the combination and are simplified. Since a three beam setup will be used

Figure 3.5: Illustrating the possible combinations for degenerate and non-degenerate CARS combined
with two and three color CARS.

later, I will explain the possibilities and general advantages and disadvantages for these setups

in more details. The use of three beams for CARS allows different geometries for a possible

setup, same are shown in Figure 3.6. The collinear geometry have to use beam combiners to

archive collinearity. The mayor disadvantage is the wavelength limitations resulting from using

Figure 3.6: In the columns are shown the collinear, planar BOXCARS and folded BOXCARS geometries
and the first row represent the k-space and the second the real-space configuration of a CARS
setup

12



two different combiners and combining pulse of different frequencies can be done more effective

than pulses of the same frequency. Also after the sample the signal has to be separated from the

input beams by a short-pass filter or a wavelength dependent beam splitter. Colinears benefits

are exploited in microscopic setups, because after combining all needed pulses together it can

be used in a standard microscope. A geometry like the planar BOXCAR is more favorable for

spectroscopic studies, because the three different beams just need to be focused on the same

spot. That can be achieved by sending the beam parallel through the same lens or by using

difference lenses with a shared focal point. This configuration allows using the same wavelength

for the pump and probe beam, since no wavelength dependent optic is used before the sample.

Also all beams are heading in different direction, the signal is simply separated from the rest in

space due to the phase-matching condition. The folded BOXCARS geometry uses in addition also

the last dimension in space, which results in further distances of the beams by using the same

lens compared to a planar setup. The filtering in space is most beneficial for wavelength-tuneable

systems, because it does not need a specific filter for every wavelength used. The disadvantages

are the need for more space and the need of tuning all beams to hit the sample at the same time.

The adjustment of this setup is more crucial and complex than in a collinear setup.

A collinear setup is more limited by the refractive index than the two and three beam setup. In

reality the refractive index (n(ω)) is a function of the frequency and for optical frequencies it is not

constant for most media. The CARS signal frequency is fixed by the input frequencies and the

involved modes. The phase-matching condition including the refractive index is written as:

1
n(ωaS)

~kaS =
1

n(ωL)
~kL −

1
n(ωS)

~ks +
1

n(ωP)
~kp. (3.28)

Due to the dispersion of the medium (n(ωaS) 6= n(ωL) 6= n(ωS) 6= n(ωP)) the equation can not be

true for a collinear setup. For a multi-beam setup the direction of the CARS signal will just slightly

change to fulfill it. To avoid this issue in collinear setups tight focusing is used, because under this

condition the directions of the wavevectors are slightly varied.

Up until now I have explained narrowband CARS, but broadband CARS is mostly preferred,

because no scanning is needed to get a broad spectrum.[22] However, depending on which pulse

is broadband the resulting spectra changes, which is illustrated for a single broadband pulse in

Figure 3.7. In a two-color CARS scheme the pump also acts as probe, so a broad Stokes pulse

with the width ∆ν̃S at full width at half maximum (fwhm) will interact with modes in the range

of ν̃L − ν̃S ± ∆ν̃S/2. However, a broad pump pulse will have this effect twice, not only by the

difference between the pump and Stokes pulses, but also by generating the CARS signal the

width of the pump/probe pulse will result in a wider CARS signal. So for good spectral resolution a

narrow probe pulse is necessary. In contrast to spontaneous Raman the CARS signal is not only

dependent on the mode strength, but also depends nonlinearly on the input fields. To compare

intensities CARS is normalized by calculating or measuring the Intensity distribution versus the

wavenumber difference. For a single broadband pulse it will result in the same pulse. For the

sake of completeness I will mention, that it is possible to calculate the spectrum back even if a

broadband probe is used, but for this a time-resolved measurement has to be done. This is used to

determine dynamics in the ground state like measuring dephasing times.[24, 25, 26] To avoid later

conflicts with measuring the excited states in the time domain, I focused on the narrowband probe

13



3 Theoretical Background

Figure 3.7: Showing spectral features of CARS preparation light pulses and the resulting anti-Stokes output
in multiplex CARS spectroscopy with black dotted lines indicating molecular modes with (a) a
broadband Stokes pulse in a 2-color CARS process, (b) a broadband pump/probe pulse in a
2-color CARS process, and (c) a broadband pump pulse in a 3-color CARS process. Figure
inspired by [23].

pulse alternative. Another important fact is that all possible interactions are basically possible.

That is why also the two-color CARS signal is appearing in a three-color experiment, shown

in Figure 3.7 c. For a collinear system it has to be separated by filtering these frequencies, in

any non-collinear system the signal will be separated due to the difference of used input fields

results in a different direction to fulfill the phase-matching condition. This will be explained later in
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section 4.2 in more detail.

For time crucial measurements the bandwidth-limited pulses are important also called Fourier-

transform-limited or transform-limited pulse. This pulses are described by the time-bandwidth

product (tbp) as

tbp = ∆τ∆νc, (3.29)

with ∆τ for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) time of the pulse and ∆ν for the FWHM in

wavenumbers. The tbp is characteristic for different pulse shapes and for a gaussian pulse it

has the value of 0.441. For example to achieve a spectral resolution of 14 cm-1 the pulse have a

minimum duration of 1.05 ps, which limits the time resolution approximately to 1 ps. The dispersion

due to the refractive index, which was mentioned earlier, may results in noticeable changes in

pulses. In general these changes effect the pulse duration and the spectral components. A great

spectral width results into a greater change in the refractive index. These changes separate

the spectral components in time, because the traveling speed of the spectral component is anti-

proportional to the refractive index. This effect is called chirp. For optical frequencies all natural

material introduce a positive chirp, meaning that first red (low frequencies) is coming before blue

(higher frequencies) arrives. It is also possible to introduce a negative chirp with prisms or grating

compressors. Its basic function splits the pulse in its frequencies components and varies the travel

distance for every component, so that the lower frequencies are delayed after the recombination

of the pulse. In this way it is possible to add the same negative chirp so that the chirp will be

canceled at the sample.

In general the square dependency on the concentration of the CARS signal is in case of quantitative

measurements unwanted. There are methods to get a linear response, which also overlap with

some of the background suppression techniques.[27, 28] In the next chapter the non-resonant

background, its origin, properties and suppression methods will be discussed in detail. Including

the explanation of the polarization dependency of the CARS signal.

3.3.1 Non-resonant background in CARS

This chapter is dedicated to the derivation of the non-resonant background (NRB) and its properties.

Since the CARS signal is higher in energy than the input fields it will not suffer from fluorescence

or any other linear background generation. While deriving the expression for the third-order

susceptibility it is clear that is it a complex identity. So we can separate it further as follows:

X (3) =
(
X (3)Re

R + iX (3)Im
R

)
+ X (3)Re

NR . (3.30)

The subscribes represent for vibrational resonance (R) and non vibrational resonance (NR) and

an additional superscribe to indicate if the part is real (Re) or imaginary (Im). The first term is the

real part of the resonant term, describing the electronic contribution of the investigated molecules.

The second term is the resonant, but imaginary component, describing the spontaneous Raman

response far from any electronic resonances and includes nuclear contributions from the molecules.

The third term is real and frequency independent leading to the NRB. The non-resonant term of

third order polarizability describes a non vibrational property of any matter. Comparing the CARS
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3 Theoretical Background

intensity with Equation 3.30 again reveals as follows:

IaS ∝ |X (3)|2

= |
(
X (3)Re

R + iX (3)Im
R

)
+ X (3)Re

NR |2 (3.31)

= ||X (3)Re
R |2 + |X (3)Im

R |2 + |X (3)Re
NR |2 + 2|X (3)Re

R X (3)Re
NR |.

This leads also to a mixed term of non-resonant and resonant contributions, this interference

results in the necessity for suppression techniques instead of just mathematical background

subtraction methods. The shapes of the different terms are very important. For the non resonant

term it can be approximated with an purely real and frequency independent constant and the

resonance terms can be expressed as a summation of several complex Lorentzian functions

representing the different normal modes as follows:

X (3)
R (ω) =

∑
r

Nr σr

ωr − ω − iΓr
=
∑

r

Nr σr

(ωr − ω)2 + Γ2
r

(ωr − ω + iΓr ) (3.32)

=
∑

r

(
Nr σr (ωr − ω)
(ωr − ω)2 + Γ2

r
− Nr σr Γr

(ωr − ω)2 + Γ2
r

i
)

.

In this equation σr is the Raman cross section of the vibration and Γr is the linewidth of the

vibration. This interference leads also to an asymmetric line shape, instead of the Lorentzian

profile of the spontaneous Raman. This asymmetry also leads to a slightly red-shifted peak with

respect to the resonance ωr , which is shown in Figure 3.8. On the left side the three different

Figure 3.8: On the left showing the resonance complex term separately and the non resonant term for a
resonance at 1300 cm-1with a linewidth of 12 cm-1. On the right are shown the resulting CARS
intensities for different non-resonant values.

contributions to the third-order susceptibility are shown. The resonant real part is linked to the

nonlinear refracting index, plotted in red and is described by the first term of Equation 3.3.1. The

resonant imagery term is related to the normal Raman transition. It is plotted in blue, shows a

Lorentzian line profile and is described by the second term of Equation 3.3.1. The non-resonant

background is considered frequency independent and therefore constant and shown in black. The

origin of the NRB are the electrons, which results in an immediate response due to their very low

mass. Any instantaneous response in the time domain leads to a broadband in the frequency

domain. On the right side of the figure three examples with different values for the NRB are shown.
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Demonstrating that with the rising of the NRB the line shape is changing and the total intensity is

increasing. The change in the line shape results in a red-shifted peak. The interference of different

resonances close by is not shown, which can effect the intensity profile as well. Furthermore all

molecules in the probe volume, which are not vibrationally resonant, will give rise to the NRB

in also another possible combination, depicted in Figure 3.9. The generation of the NRB is a

spontaneous process, so it can only occur if all 3 photons are there simultaneously. It is also a

coherent process with the same direction and wavelength as the CARS radiation. Therefore it

will not only generate a constant background signal, but also interfere with the CARS signal. This

interference will disturb the CARS line shapes. In the next chapter various methods of how to

suppress the background will be briefly explained.

Figure 3.9: Scheme of energy level diagram for NRB for every molecule (right) in comparison for a signal
from a resonant molecules (left)

3.3.2 Non-resonant background suppression in CARS

In this section NRB suppression techniques are named and explained. I will briefly describe the

most frequently used techniques.

Epi-detection CARS

Epi-detection CARS use the tight focusing condition of a microscope to relax the phase matching

conditions. Under these conditions the pump and Stokes wave vectors are in a cone with large

angle and so will be the generated CARS signal. For the backwards direction the wave vector

mismatch is ∆k = 4nπ/λaS, which result in an expression for the interaction length l � λaS/2n.

This limits the effective signal generation to structures, which are much smaller than the anti-

Stokes wavelength in epi-CARS. Also a discontinuity of X (3) in the sample can reflect the forward

CARS signal and NRB as well. Therefore a sample requirement is the matching of refractive

index to reduce reflection at interfaces. The drawback of this method is, that forward direction is

still preferred in homogeneous isotropic media and that the signal will be just favored by smaller

molecules. Still the smaller molecules will generate NRB in the same direction.[29]
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Counter-propagating CARS

Another approach is the counter-propagating CARS. This degenerated setup employs a collinear

pump and Stokes beam, but the beams fall on the sample from opposite directions. This configu-

ration violates the phase matching condition. CARS relies on scattering and reflection inside the

sample to fulfill the needed conditions. Any vibrational resonance close to a position of scattering

or reflection will then lead to a four wave mixing process. Also small molecules with their sizes

compared or smaller than the used wavelength or the presence of discontinuity interface for X (3)

results in phase matching condition. This leads to the drawback, that first the signal level will be

very weak, second a similar filter mechanism for smaller molecules or particles like in epi-CARS is

introduced and third a rather complex experimental configuration is needed.[30]

Frequency modulation CARS

Frequency modulation CARS just compares resonant and non-resonant intensities to determine

the difference. The non-resonant part is assumed to be the same for both excitation schemes

and thus is canceled out. So the Stoke frequency has to be rapidly switched and the resulting

amplitude modulation of the CARS signal can than be extracted by a lock-in detection technique.

Most of these techniques limit the probe signal to one or very few wavelengths. It also requires a

high repetition rate laser system to reduce the influence of the low frequency laser intensity noise.

Inhomogeneity of X(3) can also lead to false signals.[31]

Interferometric suppression

Also a interferometric approach to suppress the NRB has been done. For this technique a so

called local oscillator field at the anti-Stokes frequency is needed to probe the CARS signal. All

these fields have to maintain phase coherence under the conditions during measurements. The

CARS intensity can be described as:

ICARS ∝ Ias + ILO + const .
[
X (3)

R X
(3)
NR cos (φ) + X (3)

R sin (φ)
]

. (3.33)

In this equation, Ias is the intensity of the vibrational resonance of the four wave mixing processes,

ILO is the intensity of the local oscillator, the subscript R and NR represent resonant and non-

resonant respectively and φ is the phase difference between the CARS and local oscillator fields.

Setting the phase to 90° the mixed term containing the NRB will vanish. Also the constant contains

an expression which can lead to an increase in the resonant signal, which is quite unique for all

NRB suppression techniques. On top of that, a linear dependency of the number of molecules is

achieved. The drawback of interferometric CARS is the need of the coherence of at least three

beams and to generate the anti-Stokes frequencies without any resonances.[32]

Polarization controlled CARS

A suppression technique called polarization controlled CARS uses the polarization interference

to suppress the NRB. Li et al. have shown, that the polarization can be divided in an isotropic,

anisotropic and non-resonant part.[33] They have defined polarization dependent prefactors as
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follow:

Fiso = 2kα′2 cos (θS) cos (θp − θA) (3.34)

Faniso =
2
45

kγ′2
[
4 cos (θS) cos (θp) cos (θA)− 2 cos (θS) sin (θp) sin (θA) + 3 sin (θp + θA)

]
(3.35)

Fnr = σ
[
3 cos (θS) cos (θp) cos (θA) + sin (θS) sin (θp) cos (θA) + sin (θS + θp) sin (θA)

]
. (3.36)

In this equation k is a imaginary constant, and subscribes on θ indicates if it is the angle of

rotation of the Stokes (S), probe (p) or analyzer (A) polarization in respect to the pump polarization.

Each of the polarization terms can be set to zero separately. Setting the Stokes polarization

to 0° ensures a high excitation and the probe polarization is set to 60°. This results, that the

NRB is suppressed if the analyzer is set to -60°. In Figure 3.10 a polarization scheme illustrates

three possible setups to suppress one of the terms.[34] The disadvantages of this technique are

the complexity of the polarization controlled beams and the signal reduction. Comparing the

depolarization ratio from spontaneous Raman with these results shows, that there is no easy

comparison of the depolarization ratio.

Figure 3.10: Scheme of the three polarization dependent part of the four wave mixing signal. From left to
right the non-resonant(nr), anisotropic(aniso) and the isotropic(iso) part for a given setup

Spectral interferometric polarization CARS

Spectral interferometric polarization CARS (SIP-CARS) utilizes the phase relationship of all

the contributions. In a two-color setup an elliptical pump and a linear Stokes is used or vice

versa. Choosing specific polarization axis to measure, which are orthogonal to each other, a

combination is achieved where the real parts of X (3) are kept the same and only the imaginary

part is changing. By calculating the differences a spectrum is produced, which is an equivalent to

a linear combination of polarized spontaneous Raman spectra. The two-color SIP-CARS signal is

given by

I =
1
2

(1− 3ρ) sin(4φ) X (3)
NR Im

[
X (3)

R

]
I2
L IS. (3.37)

The ellipticity of the pump/probe fields is defined by φ, as the angle between the fast axis of a

quarter waveplate and an input linear polarization. Therefore specific modes around a depolariza-

tion ratio of 1/3 are damped and modes further apart from that value are more enhanced.[35, 36]

Time-resolved CARS

Time-resolved CARS (tr-CARS) exploits the fact that the NRB is a spontaneous process and

CARS is not. The CARS process can be expressed as two instantaneous processes of first-order,
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while the processes for NRB can not be divided. This has been shown elsewhere in details.[20]

As shown in the previous chapters, the NRB can be expressed as the convolution of all three input

fields in time. If this convolution is zero, no NRB is generated, which means that the probe pulse is

delayed, so its field just rises after the pump and Stokes fields have decayed. This minimal delay

(tNR) is defined by the temporal width of the pulses as follows:

tNR =
ts + tp

2
. (3.38)

Just the coherent signal is also decaying in this time by exp (−2∆t/τd ) with τd the dephasing

time and ∆t the time delay. The CARS process can be divided in a stimulated Stokes scattering,

resulting in a vibrational excited molecule and followed by the anti-stokes scattering, which let the

molecule decay in its former ground state. The time-dependent scheme is shown in Figure 3.11,

on the left side a time scheme for the incoming light field and on the right the resulting CARS

intensity as a function of the delay time. Due to collision of the molecules, the coherence will be

lost over time. That is why the CARS signal will decay with increased delay time. This technique

can only be employed in a three beam CARS setup. Still the pump and Stokes beams can still

generate any four wave mixing signal, but for a non collinear configuration the results will have at

least a wave vector pointing in a different direction.[33, 37] This method is also used to investigate

the redistribution of intramolecular vibrations and measure decay constants.[38, 39]

For this study, I used a mix of tr-CARS with a modified version of the polarization controlled CARS

in order to achieve my goals.

Figure 3.11: On the left a pulse sequence diagram shown with the probe delay time. On the Right the
corresponding intensity response in dependence of the delay time.
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4 Methods and Materials

In this Chapter the experimental setups will be first described with the focus on the used devices,

materials and why those are chosen. At the end also the parameter for the calculation will be

addressed.

4.1 Experimental setup for spontaneous Raman spectroscopy

The measurements of the spontaneous Raman spectroscopy are done by a home built Raman

microscope. The laser source is a continnous wave helium-neon laser form Thorlabs Inc., emitting

a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The laser beam is then cleaned by a spatial filter followed by a bandpass

filter to suppress other possible laser lines. A half-wave plate from Thorlabs and am uncoated

Glan-Thompson polarizer, used to adjust the polarization and intensity of the laser beam, substitue

the neutral density filter wheel for polarization control. Then a 50/50 beam splitter is used to couple

the beam inside a Nikon Eclipse Ti upright microscope. A sample is then illuminated from the

bottom through a microscope objective (20x Na 0.45). The back scattered radiation is collected

by the same objective. After passing through the beam splitter, the beam can be focused on

a camera or be directed to a spectrometer. A notch filter blocks the laser line and the Raman

scattered light can pass. A lens of f=10 cm couples the Raman radiation in the spectrometer, a

Horiba iHR 550 with a Synapse CCD with 1024 pixel. The CCD is thermo electrical cooled. All

Horiba parts are controlled with the Labspec 5 software. The resolution of the spectrometer is

4 cm-1. A schematic of the setup will be shown later in section 5.2.1.

The spontaneous Raman setup is established and therefore is a good starting point for any Raman

studies. First of all the sample can be tested on its integrity and later simulation results can be

experimentally checked. Next the polarization-controlled CARS will be discussed.

4.2 Experimental setup for polarization-controlled CARS

All measurements employing a CARS scheme are done on the same self-built setup. The layout

will be shown in section 5.3.1. The laser source is an amplified mode-locked fiber laser with an

active medium of potassium gadolinium tungstate (KGW) doped with ytterbium (Yb) (Pharos) from

Light Conversion. Providing the setup with laser pulses of 1030 nm wavelength, with a repetition

rate of maximal 20 kHz and a pulse energy of 300 µJ. The pulses are nearly equally distributed

between three broad bandwidth hybrid nonlinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) from Light

Conversion called ORPHEUS-F. Just two of them are used for the CARS setup and are further

called NOPA for simplicity. Both NOPAs can emit pulses in the range of 640 nm to 900 nm with a

pulse duration of less than 50 fs and intensities up to 200 mW. All NOPAs have a prism compressor

for adjusting the chirp of the pulses. Motorized stages (M-406) from Physik Instrumente GmBh

& Co. KG are employed as delay stages, having a total travel range of 15 cm. The polarization

control is achieved with half-wave plates and Glan-Thompson polarizers from Thorlabs. For the

pump and probe beam a zero-order half-wave plate for 670 nm is used, and for the Stokes beam

one for 780 nm. The analyzer is also a Glan-Thompson polarizer. A 60/40 beam splitter is used
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4 Methods and Materials

to divide the pulses at 670 nm in a pump and probe one. The bandwidth of the probe beam is

reduced with a bandpass filter from Alluxa centered at 667.7 nm with ~14.1 cm-1 spectral width.

The used monochromator is a iHR320 from Horiba and a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD (Symphone

II) is attached to it. For a grating with 600 grooves/mm this combination results in a resolution of

11 cm-1.

In order to align the setup geometrically and in time a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal is used as a

target. The BBO crystal enables second-hormonic and sum-frequency generation. In a first step

the thin crystal is placed in the focal point of the lens and then its orientation is adjusted to create

second-harmonic generation for all pulses. The overlap of the beams can be checked by looking

with an imaging device were the reflections of each beams are. Afterwards the temporal delays can

be adjusted, because just temporal and geometric overlapping pulses will generate a new signal.

In Figure 4.1 a total of nine light spots are shown originated from only three incoming beams. The

three incoming beams are located at the top left (pump), bottom left (Stokes) and bottom right

(probe). In the top right the four-wave-mixing signal (FWMS) is shown, which represents the CARS

signal. In between every pair of these four beams are the sum-frequency signal (three-wave-mixing

signal, TWMS) located. This illustrates the dependency of the signal direction very well, any

Figure 4.1: Showing a picture of every generate signal generated in the BBO and all three beams passing
through.
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combination results in its unique direction due to the phase-matching. These methods for aligning

has the advantage, that I get a response not only if all pulses are adjusted, but I also see directly

which beam is misaligned. The chirp of the pulses can be minimized by characterizing the FWMS

in its spectral and temporal width.

The CARS setup can be easily extended for excited state measurements, by just adding another

pulse to excite the molecules, but still the ground state signal will be there and therefore has to be

characterized first. Next the transient absorption setup will be explained.

4.3 CARS for probing excited states

CARS can be used as a pump-probe technique by introducing an initial pump pulse. In the

literature the name transient CARS[40, 41, 42] is sometimes used, but is ambiguous, because it

could mean the transient characteristics of the CARS signal by delaying the probe pulse as well.

For the initial pump pulse the third OPA is used to generate pulses at 360 nm. The additional

beam will go through the same two lenses before and after the sample. The actual layout of the

used alignment targets is shown in Figure 4.2. The main difference of the initial pump pulse is

its center wavelength of 360 nm. This wavelength is not suited for time coloration measurement

with the BBO-crystal, because it exceeds the wavelength range of the effective second harmonic

generation. The sum frequency of a 360nm and the 670nm pulse will result in a 234nm pulse,

which is still in the transmission range of the BBO (down to 196 nm).

Figure 4.2: Visualsing the incoming beams before the sample lens on the left and the resulting beam
position after the collection lens on the right. The shown four wave mixing signal (FWMS)
contains only combinations of ωL,ωS ,ωaS .

4.4 Transient absorption spectroscopy

The transient absorption setup is a variation of the CARS setup. A β-barium borate (BBO) crystal

is used to generate the second harmonic of an incident beam. Two second harmonic generation

unit, called Lyra from Light conversion are available and create the pump beam at 360 nm for the

transient absorption measurements. A transient absorption spectrum is generated by measuring
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4 Methods and Materials

a pumped and unpumped transient spectrum and calculate the difference. Therefor the pump

beam has to be modulated, which was done by a mechanical chopper (MC2000B from Thorlabs).

Because of the different nature of the signal a detector with specific properties is needed.[43]

In this case a small change of a big signal has to be detected. Therefore the detector should

have a huge full well capacity, so that a lot of photon can be measured. That is why we used

a NMOS array from Hamamatsu (S8380-512Q) as sensor and from khs-instruments a readout

module, which allowed us to additionally store two external trigger inputs in the NMOS data and

can have a readout speed of nearly 4 kHz. This method provides a very good time resolution, but

just information on the level of the chromophores and not on the level of chemical bonds. On one

hand this technique can also be easily extended to femto second stimulated raman spectroscopy

(FSRS) to get more detailed information, but on the other hand it provides the information needed

for resonance CARS.

A simpler approach is using a photo diode and a lock-in amplifier, which both can handle faster

repetition rates than the NMOS array. This method is suitable for single wavelength detection or

detection of the general signal over all wavelength.

4.5 DFT simulations

The density-functional theory is a common method to acquire ab initio information. The used

model is uB3LYP, standing for unrestricted Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional and the

Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional.[44, 45] This functional having a few empirical parameters,

which on the one hand leads to smaller errors for specifics class of molecules, but on the other

hand fails badly for example for correlation energy of metals. The Pople basis set 6-311++G**

was used in all calculations. It consists of the basis set 6-311G, which describes the core orbitals

with six primitive Gaussian functions and the valence orbitals with five (3+1+1) Gaussian functions

and is extended for d-symmetry polarization and s- and p-typ diffusion orbitals. This combination

is vaild for calculations of α-DNBP and Thioxanthone and it should also be applicable for the

meta-stable state of α-DNBP in time-dependet DFT.

The next chapter will present the obtained results of all experiments and simulation.
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5 Results and discussion

In this chapter the results from density-functional theory (DFT) calculations and the vibrational

spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP will be presented. I will start with a description of the

DFT simulations of the spontaneous Raman spectrum of α-DNBP in solution including the calcu-

lated depolarization ratios. This is followed by a description of the experimental setup for Raman

microscopy which I expanded for the acquisition of polarization-resolved spontaneous Raman

spectra. Then I will continue with a detailed presentation of the experimental setup developed for

time- and polarization-resolved CARS. Overall, the combination of both experimental and theoreti-

cal results is the basis for a comprehensive vibrational spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP.

Finally the setup developed for transient absorption experiments together with preliminary results

will be shown.

5.1 DFT simulation of the vibrational Raman spectrum of α-DNBP

For the simulation of the spontaneous Raman spectrum including the depolarization ratios of all

normal modes of α-DNBP, I used the program Gaussian16.[46] The vibrational frequencies of

the molecule in solution were calculated in the harmonic approximation. In order to compute the

vibrational Raman spectrum of α-DNBP in chloroform, the hybrid functional uB3LYP and the basis

set 6-311++G(d,p) were used in combination with a polarizable continuum model with a dielectric

constant of ε = 4.71 for chloroform. Simulation results are depicted in Figure 5.1. The relative

Figure 5.1: DFT simulated Raman spectrum of α-DNBP in chloroform with depolarization ratios for all
relevant normal modes in the region of 800-1700 cm-1. The NO2 stretching modes of nitro
groups in para (red) and ortho (blue) positions are marked. No scaling factor is applied. Adapted
with permission from S. Küpper et al.[47]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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5 Results and discussion

Raman intensities of the vibrational modes of α-DNBP are plotted in the top panel of the figure.

In the bottom panel the corresponding depolarization ratios are plotted. Modes with a very low

intensity are not shown in order to increase the readability of the graph. The simulation results

predict many important features. For example, the moderately intense mode at 852 cm-1 is a

polarized mode, because it has a depolarization ratio of ρ = 0.06. It mainly involves scissoring

motions of the two nitro groups (Figure 5.2 top left). The two normal modes giving rise to the two

dominant Raman peaks at 1360 cm-1 and 1379 cm-1 are mainly symmetric stretching vibrations

of the nitro groups. The peak at 1360 cm-1 is assigned to the para nitro group (Figure 5.2 top

right) while the peak at 1379 cm-1 is from the ortho nitro group (Figure 5.2 bottom left). As can be

seen, the modes from both groups differ in their depolarization ratio, which can help to distinguish

the para (ρ = 0.43) and the ortho nitro mode (ρ = 0.14). The third intense vibration at 1641 cm-1

is a carbon-carbon stretching motion of the the phenyl ring (Figure 5.2 bottom right). It is an

unpolarized vibration with a depolarization ratio of ρ = 0.55. Other Raman peaks at 1069, 1136,

1160, 1207 and 1230 cm-1 are deformation modes, while the last two marked peaks at 1013 and

1555 cm-1 originate from a phenyl ring mode and an asymmetric nitro streching mode, respectively.

A complete list of all normal modes of α-DNBP with their wavenumber values, IR and Raman

activities as well as depolarization ratios is presented in the appendix (Table 9.1). The nitro

groups in para (red) and ortho (blue) position are of special interest, because they take part in the

photoinduced ultrafast dynamics of the molecule. In order to increase the agreement between

Figure 5.2: Calculated eigenvectors of selected normal modes of α-DNBP along with their wavenumber
and depolarization ratio values. Reprinted with permission from S. Küpper et al.[47]. Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.
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simulation and experiments a scaling factor could be applied to the calculated wavenumber

values. The scaling factor differs with the choice of the method and basis set. For B3LYP/6-

311G++(d,p) the recommanded universal scaling factor is 0.968.[48] Since the scaled structure of

the generated spectrum will not be affected and the comparability to the measured data would just

be increased a bit, no scaling factor is applied. In summary, the DFT results predict the vibrational

Raman spectrum of α-DNBP in the electronic ground state in the fingerprint region, especially

the occurence of two nitro stretching peaks at 1360 cm-1 and 1379 cm-1 with slightly different

depolarization ratios. In the next section I will discuss the experimental spontaneous/linear and

polarization-resolved nonlinear Raman spectra of α-DNBP.

5.2 Raman spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP

5.2.1 Experimental setup for Raman spectroscopy with polarization control

I modified an existing experimental setup for spontaneous Raman microscopy with epi-detection in

order to measure polarization-resolved Raman spectra to determine depolarization ratios. For that

a half-wave plate and a polarizer were placed in front of the input laser beam before coupling it to

the microscope and an analyzer was placed just before the spectrometer. A simplified scheme of

the setup is shown in Figure 5.3.

The radiation from the HeNe laser is sent to a combination of a half-wave plate and a Glan-

Thomsen polarizer to adjust both the polarization and intensity at the same time. The laser beam

with its defined polarization is then sent to a beam splitter cube to be coupled into the inverted

microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti). The beam travels through a microscope objective and is focused

on the sample. The scattered radiation is collected by the same objective and directed back to the

beam splitter. A flip mirror can alter the beam path. The first option is that the beam is directed

to a lens and a camera. There an image of the focal plane of the objective is detected and the

focus spot can be adjusted at the sample plane. The second option is without the flip mirror

and the beam is directed to pass through a notch filter, an analyzer, a lens and finally enters a

spectrometer with a CCD to record Raman spectra. To acquire spectra the spectrometer software

is used where the integration time, number of accumulations and grating position can be set.

The input polarizer as well as the analyzer are set to the vertical polarization to measure I‖. For

measuring I⊥ the analyzer is kept vertical and the input polarizer is set to horizontal polarization.

The polarization direction of the beam entering the spectrometer is intentionally kept identical in

Figure 5.3: Experimental setup for Raman microscopy with polarization control.
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the two configurations, so that there is no need to deal with the polarization-dependent values for

the reflectivity/transmissittivity of the grating, beam splitter and mirrors, respectively. Moreover, as

the intensity is adjusted at the position of the sample, all intensity changes introduced by changing

the polarization of the incoming beam are compensated. Therefore there is no need to take these

changes into account for the calculation of the depolarization ratio.

5.2.2 Results and discussion

In Figure 5.4 the acquired Raman spectra in the I‖ and I⊥ configurations are shown, while the

bottom panel depicts the corresponding depolarization ratio calculated from the two spectra. The

sample is a 2 M solution of α-DNBP in chloroform in a 2 mm quartz cuvette. The experimental

conditions are: 7 mW laser intensity, 100 s integration time, 600 groves/mm grating, 10 accumu-

lations and 20x objective with a numerical aperture of 0.45. The focus is placed approximately

in the middle of the cuvette. In order to not cover a strong solvent peak at 670 cm-1, the Raman

spectra are recorded above 800 cm-1 as the solvent peak otherwise will limit the integration time

and reduce the signal to noise ratio of the spectra.

After background subtraction (asymmetric least square smoothing baseline fit) for both spectra, the

depolarization ratio for every isolated peak can be calculated with the two peak values (ρ = I⊥/I‖).

For the most intense peak around 1360 cm-1 it is known from the DFT simulation, that there

should be two peaks belonging to the two nitro groups, which are not spectrally resolved in the

experimental Raman spectrum. However, the asymmetric shape of the peak around 1355 cm-1 in

the I⊥ measurement indicates that the peek does not correspond with a single mode. So a point

Figure 5.4: Top: Polarization-resolved spontaneous Raman spectra (I‖ and I⊥), I‖ with a vertical offset for
clarity. Bottom: the corresponding depolarization ratio for all clearly visible modes. Adapted
with permission from S. Küpper et al.[47]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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by point analysis of the whole peak is done. It is known that the signals from spectrally overlapping

modes interfere with each other in a specific pattern based on the wavenumber and intensity

differences of the involved modes.[49] The differences in intensity and depolarization ratio of the

slightly overlapping peaks affect the behavior of the measured depolarization ratio and line shape

significantly. The dispersion of the calculated depolarization ratios in the nitro stretching region

around 1355 cm-1 suggests that there are two peaks (shown in red and blue). The lower wavenum-

ber portion (red) has a higher depolarization ratio (1347 cm-1) and the higher wavenumber portion

(blue) has a lower depolarization ratio (1363 cm-1). However, the values calculated this way cannot

be accurate due to the interference of both signals. By simply looking at the extrema calculated

this way, the nitro peaks would be located at 1347 cm-1 with ρ = 0.25 for the para position and at

1363 cm-1 with ρ = 0.16 for the ortho position. Comparing the experimental with the simulated

results, however, differences can be noted. The stronger Raman mode at lower wavenumber value

has a higher calculated depolarization ratio of ρ = 0.44 compared to the experimental value of 0.25.

For the nitro stretching mode in ortho position the agreement between the calculated depolariza-

tion ratio of ρ = 0.14 and the experimentally determined value of 0.16 is quite good. A fitting of the

experimentally determined depolarization ratios to a sum of the two individual contributions would

result in the determination of more accurate experimental vales. However, no fitting was done

because I am interested in the general differences and not in the exact values. Using, for example,

polarization-controlled stimulated Raman spectroscopy for exciting only one mode would have the

benefit of no interference of the signal to determine the depolarization ratios without any fitting.[50]

The comparison of the other peaks in the acquired spectra with the simulated results, shows a

good agreement in spectral position and depolarization ratio: the polarized modes with Raman

peaks at 834 cm-1(theo: 852 cm-1), 996 cm-1(theo: 1013 cm-1) and 1050 cm-1(theo: 1069 cm-1) as

well as the depolarized modes with Raman peaks at 1124 cm-1(theo: 1136 cm-1), 1149 cm-1(theo:

1160 cm-1) 1198 cm-1(theo: 1207 cm-1), 1214 cm-1(theo: 1230 cm-1), 1536 cm-1(theo: 1555 cm-1),

and 1613 cm-1(theo: 1642 cm-1). In conclusion, the employed spontaneous Raman setup, despite

its good spectral resolution of ca. 4 cm-1, cannot resolve the two nitro group peaks having a

calculated wavenumber difference of 19 cm-1. Nevertheless, the depolarization ratios from the

polarization-resolved Raman spectra confirm that there is more than a single peak at 1355 cm-1.

In the next section this will become clearer when the polarisation-resolved CARS spectroscopic

results on α-DNBP are discussed.

5.3 CARS spectroscopic characterization of α-DNBP

5.3.1 Experimental setup for time- and polarization-controlled CARS

During my PhD I have set up and continuously modified a novel time- and polarization-controlled

CARS setup in the folded BOXCARS geometry under the guidance of two postdoctoral researchers

(Dr. Dominik Differt and Dr. Vikas Kumar) within the project A04 of the CRC 1242. The

experimental layout of the setup is shown in Figure 5.5.

An amplified mode-locked laser (PHAROS, Light Conversion) providing 1030 nm, 200 fs pulses

at 20 kHz repetition rate is used as the laser source. A portion (100 µJ) of this laser radiation is

equally divided by a beam splitter and is fed to two nonlinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs).
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5 Results and discussion

Each NOPA (ORPHEUS-F, Light Conversion) creates a tunable output of pulses with a center

wavelength in the range of 640 - 920 nm, a pulse duration of < 50 fs and pulse energies of up to

10 µJ. The normal repetition rate of the NOPAs is 20 kHz and can be changed to smaller values by

a Pockels cell in the PHAROS system.

The pump and probe pulses needed for CARS are produced by the NOPA1 (see Figure 5.5). The

output of this NOPA is first sent through a prism compressor to adjust the chirp to get transform-

limited pulses at the sample. A beam splitter (60/40) then divides the beam and one part is used

as pump and the other used as probe beam. The pump beam also passes through a half-wave

plate, a polarizer and an optical density filter, before hitting the focusing lens (f = 20 cm) placed

before the sample.

The path length for the pump beam is adjusted to match the path length of the probe beam at

the sample using an optical delay stage. For that a delay stage consists of a motorized linear

stage (M-406, Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG) and two mirrors, as retroreflector is placed

in the probe path. Then the probe beam is filtered with an ultranarrow bandwidth filter (667.7nm

∆υ̃= 14 cm-1, ps-filter), which reduces the bandwidth and increase the temporal width of the pulse

to approximately one picosecond. The bandwidth of the probe beam basically defines the spectral

resolution of the CARS spectra (compare section 3.3). After this the probe beam also passes

through a half-wave plate, a polarizer and an optical density filter, before reaching the same lens

before the sample.

The third beam, called "Stokes", needed for CARS is provided by NOPA2. The stokes beam

passes another prism compressor, before it is directed to another similar optical delay stage.

After the stage it travels through a half-wave plate, a polarizer and an optical density filter, before

reaching the same focusing lens. The optical path length of the Stokes beam is also set equal to

the pump/probe beams.

Then all three beams are focused through the lens on to the sample, where the four-wave-mixing

(CARS) signal is generated. A second lens (f=20 cm) collects the four beams after the sample.

Figure 5.5: Schem of the tr-polarization controlled CARS setup.
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Pump, Stokes and probe beams are blocked by a mask after the sample, while the CARS signal is

sent through a lens into a grating based spectrometer for recording the CARS spectra.

A dedicated computer program in LabVIEW was also written for synchronous acquisition of CARS

spectra, communicating with motorized delay stages and spectrometer.

5.3.2 Results and discussion

The developed CARS setup is used to acquire the time-resolved CARS spectra of α-DNBP in

a solution of chloroform. For all CARS experiments the following parameters have been kept

the same: spectrometer grating of 600 grooves/mm, spectrometer entrance slit width of 50 µm,

pump pulse wavelength at 670 nm with 50 nJ pulse energy, Stokes pulse at 731 nm with 50 nJ

pulse energy, probe pulse at 667.7 nm with 50 nJ pulse energy, pulse repetition rate 20 kHz,

sample: 2 M α-DNBP in chloroform in 2 mm thick cuvette. All beams are vertically polarized in

tr-CARS measurements and there is no analyzer needed in the detection part. Three tr-CARS

spectra acquired at different probe delay times are shown in the left side of Figure 5.6 for the

spectral range of 600 - 1700 cm-1. For a delay time of 0 fs the non-resonant background (NRB) is

dominating the spectrum. Underlying anti-Stokes peaks are distorted by the NRB. The NRB is

reduced with a delay of 400 fs, but is still distorting the spectrum. The NRB originating from the

electronic contribution is completely suppressed at probe delay time of 700 fs and clean CARS

Figure 5.6: On the left side tr-CARS on α-DNBP in chloroform for delay times of 0 fs (black), 400 fs (blue)
and 700 fs (red)are shown. On the right tr-polarization resolved CARS is shown at the same
time delays, pump and stokes beams are vertical polarized (0°), probe beam is turned +60°
and analyzer is turned -60°. Adapted with permission from S. Küpper et al.[47]. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.
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spectrum is acquired. Looking at the CARS spectrum at 700 fs probe delay, the strongest peak

is around 1360 cm-1, a solvent peak is at 670 cm-1 and four very small peaks are accruing at

840 cm-1,1002 cm-1, 1053 cm-1 and 1214 cm-1. So a total of six peaks are visible under these

experimental condition. The two nitro group modes located around 1360 cm-1 are not resolved,

while the resolution of the CARS setup is approximately 14 cm-1 and should be sufficient to resolve

modes, which are 19 cm-1 apart. In the next step in order to resolve the nitro places, I acquired

time- and polarization resolved CARS spectra.

For that half-wave plates and polarizer are added to the tr-CARS setup to extend it to a polarization-

resolved CARS setup. The resulting tr- and pr-CARS spectra are shown on the right side in Fig-

ure 5.6. In this scheme, the polarization of the probe beam is rotated 60° and the analyzer is

rotated -60° with respect to the pump/Stokes polarization, the integration time is set to 1 s. The

spectra at time zero is still not completely free from the NRB, due to imperfect polarizing optics. At

a delay time of 400 fs the spectra is free from the NRB and for the 700 fs delay time the signal

just decreases further. The strongest peak appears at 1360 cm-1, a solvent peak is at 670 cm-1,

four peaks accruing at 1002 cm-1,1053 cm-1, 1151 cm-1 and 1203 cm-1 and a very small peak at

840 cm-1. Also two peaks in the higher wavenumber region are visible at 1541 cm-1 and 1613 cm-1.

So a total of nine modes are visible, which are three more than in just the tr-CARS spectrum. The

nitro peaks around 1360 cm-1 are still not resolved.

The NRB has a depolarization ratio of ρ = 1/3, which is suppressed with the polarization con-

figuration used in polarization CARS (see section 3.3). Furthermore, modes having different

depolarization ratio carry different favorable polarization directions. So just by changing the

analyzer direction they can be resolved. This property is utilized in this novel time-resolved

polarization-controlled CARS approach, where spectra are acquired at various polarization di-

rection of the analyzer. In Figure 5.7 three different polarization-controlled tr-CARS spectra are

shown at a probe delay time of 700 fs. The polarization of the pump and stokes pulses are kept

parallel, while the probe pulse polarization is rotated 60° clockwise with respect to pump/Stokes

polarization. The three different positions of the analyzer are displayed ( -37°, -39° and -43°) at

the corresponding spectra, each acquired with an integration time of 10 s. In all three spectra ten

different peaks are visible. It is the first time, that the two nitro group peaks are spectrally resolved.

Most peak profiles are symmetric, while the overlapping NO2 peaks are still asymmetric. This is

very likely due to the coherent superposition of the corresponding χ(3)
R contribution of both modes,

which differ in intensity, phase, and polarization behavior. Rotating the analyzer from θ = -37° to

-43° favors the transmission of the stronger polarized modes. As a result, the CARS intensity ratio

I(1347 cm-1)/ I(1370 cm-1) is decreasing as going from θ = 31° to θ = -43°.[47]

In summary, polarization-controlled spontaneous Raman and even better polarization-controlled tr

CARS experiments are suitable to differentiate between the two almost overlapping nitro groups,

which play an important role in the photoinduced intermolecular proton transfer of α-DNBP. Overall,

the combination of DFT simulation and experimental results of linear and nonlinear Raman spec-

troscopy provides the complete vibrational characterization of α-DNBP in its electronic ground

state.
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Figure 5.7: polarization-controlled and tr CARS on α-DNBP in chloroform at various analyser position
θ = -43°, θ = -39° and θ = -37° at a delay time of 700 fs, pump and stokes are vertical polarized,
probe polarization is to turned +60°, solvent peaks are indicated by an asterik (*). Adapted with
permission from S. Küpper et al.[47]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

5.4 Transient absorption

5.4.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup for transient absorption needs two synchronized and wavelength tunable

pulses called pump and probe. In this setup both pulses are generated from two NOPAs, again

synchronously pumped by the same laser source (PHAROS), as used for the CARS experiments.

Figure 5.8: Schemetic of transient absorption setup
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The probe beam leaves the NOPA2 to be compressed in the prism compressor. Then it passes

a variable optical density filter and is guided to an optical delay stage. After the delay stage the

probe pulse passes a half-wave plate and a polarizer, followed by a lens (f = 75 cm) to focus the

beam on the sample.

The pump pulse is generated in another NOPA3 (not shown in the CARS setup), which is pumped

by the same PHAROS. The pump pulse is then compressed in the prism compressor. Then it

is guided towards a mechanical chopper, for intensity modulation, followed by second harmonic

generation in a SHG unit employing a BBO crystal. Afterwards the fundamental wavelength is

blocked by a short-pass filter and the polarization is set vertical again with a half-wave plate. A

variable optical density filter is put in the beam pass before it reaches a lens (f = 100 cm). The

pump and probe beams are directed to the sample in a noncollinear configuration, having a small

angle in between them. The spot size of the pump is bigger at the focus with respect to that of the

probe beam. This ensures that the entire focal volume of the probe beam illuminates the pumped

sample and eliminates the possible noise originating from beam pointing fluctuations. A collection

lens (f = 150 cm) collimates the probe beam. While the spatially separated pump beam is blocked

by a beam block.

For the detection with a lock-in amplifier additionally a long-pass filter ensures the elimination of

residual pump pulse intensity. The probe beam is then detected by a photodiode and the generated

signal is sent to a lock-in amplifier for the phase sensitive modulation detection. The reference

frequency from the lock-in unit is fed to the chopper to guarantee synchronicity. This photodiode

lock-in combination is capable of single pixel pump-probe detection. A broadband detection can be

achieved by employing a spectrometer instead of the photodioade in this configuration. However,

a multi wavelength lock-in detection is only feasible for very few wavelengths.

In the broadband pump-probe experiments a NMOS line array detector is used instead of the CCD

in the spectrometer for technical reasons (see section 4.4). The NMOS detector and the chopper

are synchronized by a data acquisition system (DAQ). The DAQ is triggered by the Laser source

(PHAROS) and then the DAQ card generates the needed trigger signal for the chopper and the

NMOS detector. The NMOS detector is using a rolling shutter, which means its reading out pixel

by pixel. At the very same time the trigger value is read out as well for that pixel. At the end of a

single readout all pixel will have the same trigger level value, if it is synchronized with the chopper.

5.4.2 Results and discussion

The first transient absorption experiments on this setup used a lock-in amplifier and are performed

using a saturated solution of thioxanthone in cyclohexane. The sample is pumped by a pulse

centered at 360 nm, probed by a pulse centered at 640 nm and is circulated through a 2mm

quartz flow cell. The speed of circulation is set just below the point, where the pressure difference

creating bubbles in the cell. The pump-probe data are acquired at various probe delay between

-1.5 to 17 ps. The data are plotted in a graph shown in Figure 5.9. The chopper is set to 130 Hz

and the sensitivity of the lock-in is at 2 mV. For every data point the integration time is 1 s and

to ensure, that the measurement is undisturbed, 2 s are waited at the position before starting

the integration. It can be clearly seen in Figure 5.9, that the pump-probe signal appears and

arises only after zero delay time and for thioxanthone (red curve). The reported relaxation time of
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thioxanthone around 640 nm is greater than 1 ns, which is out of the total scanning range of the

setup. A control experiment is also performed on neat cyclohexane (black curve), which does not

show any signal change across time zero.

The next step is to use the NMOS array for a broadband detection configuration. Therefore the

photo diode was replaced by a monochromator with the attached NMOS array. Due to the nature

of the transient absorption signal, multiple shots at the same time delay are taken and used to

calculate a mean value. The temporal correlation is very important, that is why first the normalized

difference in transmission is calculated before the mean values for every single delay position

are calculated. Negative relative times are just used to illustrate that the probe pulse reaches

the sample before the pump pulse, and therefore the pump pulse has no effect on the measured

sample. It is also possible to define the relative time to the pump pulse before the probe pulse,

but since the repetition rate of the laser system is chosen to not influence the sample in the next

pulse sequence it does not make sense to take it into account. Moreover, the system is circulate

to ensure that a fresh sample will be in the probe volume, which has not been excited before.

The negative sign just emphasizes the fact that the sample is in the ground state, whether it has

relaxed or was replaced by pumping the fluid in my case. The negative value itself does not have

a real meaning. The results of the same experiment with the NMOS array is shown in Figure 5.10.

The figure clearly shows a difference in transmission induced by the pump pulse, that change

increases for almost 10 ps before it stays constant for a long time. This effect has also been

observed in the previous experiment. Comparing this data with the literature, shows that in general

the measurement confirms the reported data.[51]

It is very important to keep the total measuring time short, because of additional error due to

long time periods. A change in the beam pointing or in the operation of the OPA’s will change the

experimental results. So the idea was to determine, how many spectra are needed for a reliable

data point calculation. Figure 5.11 shows that after the mean of 100 difference spectra the general

shape of the spectrum is achieved. Using more spectra will reduce the noise level,but the amount

of time increases linear, while the noise reduces just by
√

n. So the difference between 100 and

400 is in time by a factor of 4 and the noise-level reduction by a factor of 2. In addition the time also

Figure 5.9: Plot of transient absorption signal at various probe delay acquired for thixanthone in cyclohexane
(red) and for pure cyclohexane (black)
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5 Results and discussion

increases linearly with the number of different delay points. Which leads to a very rapid increase

of the amount of recorded data.

Figure 5.10: Plot of transient absorption signal at various probe delay acquired for thixanthone in cyclohex-
ane with mean values of 400 data points.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of transient absorption signal of thioxanton in cyclohexane at a deplay of 1.7 ps showing
mean values of 50, 100 and 400 pairs of spectra.
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6 Outlook

I can summarize that the ground state vibrational analysis for α-DNBP has been done. To be able

to obtain a transient CARS signal a pump beam in electronic resonance with the excited state

is needed for additional signal enhancement. This enhancement is needed, because otherwise

the signal will be too weak to separate from the ground state signal. For example if 10% of the

molecules can be excited the signal compared to the ground state will be smaller by a factor of 100

since the CARS signal is depending quadratically on the concentration. Therefore the setup has

to be extended in the availability of the three wavelength combinations for example by introducing

a third second harmonic generation device (Lyra) to have the freedom of having a pump beam

around 360 nm and the corresponding CARS wavelength for resonance CARS at wavelength in

the region of 420 nm to 590 nm. In the present setup, the CARS process is limited by the minimal

wavelength of 640 nm of the last OPA. It would also be possible to measure at lower temperatures

to slow down the dynamics. In this case also very fast features of the process could be studied

with a better spectral resolution.

The transient absorption setup still needs some improvements. I have proven that the setup

is able to detect temporal differences in a sample. But long time measurements indicate that

additional signal changes are induced by changes in the beam pointing, intensity fluctuations

and or preformance changes of the NOPAs. Also establishing stable white light generation with a

nearly flat peak would be needed, on the one hand, allowing to measure a broader spectrum at

the same time and, on the other hand, allow to measure at wavelengths currently not available

with the OPA. Furthermore by introducing a third beam to a transient absorption setup, it would be

possible to measure also femtosecond stimulated Raman (FSRS) as a complementary method.

FSRS is also possible to measure dynamics with a good spectral resolution on ultra fast dynamic,

only the data acquisition is more complicated compared to CARS. Instead of looking at photons

generated at a different frequency one has to look for small change in an signal already existing

due to stimulated emission. The strong signal change is mostly in the range of a few percent

and therefore statistically data processing methods are used, which results in generating a huge

amount of data and increasing the total measuring time. The NMOS sensor, used for the transient

absorption spectroscopy, should be also suitable for FSRS.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Simulation Results

First of all the List containing all normal modes of α-DNBP.

Mode Frequency ( cm-1) IR activity Raman activity Depolarization ratio

1 10.78 2.9397 6.0158 0.7499

2 33.85 0.1492 6.9132 0.7499

3 39.56 0.4407 2.8879 0.7494

4 52.06 1.8202 4.9589 0.6801

5 63.94 3.9928 5.4487 0.6914

6 108.95 3.5162 2.6995 0.6785

7 145.95 3.6719 3.8841 0.6975

8 161.58 4.9827 1.8741 0.5975

9 190.62 4.0114 5.4073 0.7377

10 220.31 2.9847 2.0828 0.742

11 286.3 1.3937 5.1416 0.6412

12 314.64 0.9928 0.9995 0.564

13 349.05 2.2278 5.6404 0.2735

14 387.47 2.5971 0.2489 0.5062

15 397.53 1.7665 2.6648 0.7224

16 414.56 8.0145 0.1673 0.7498

17 431.93 1.5117 1.0518 0.7345

18 487.03 5.915 1.9511 0.3848

19 495.6 9.1108 2.5226 0.5412

20 533.65 5.5302 7.7632 0.3868

21 581.53 3.1035 1.7781 0.7383

22 616.55 19.776 15.9237 0.3079

23 637.54 3.165 11.9828 0.5266

24 655.27 1.0117 4.4726 0.631

25 684.35 14.1799 8.3066 0.4132

26 731.48 39.5028 2.4439 0.3016

27 742.27 14.5727 2.2889 0.6353

28 760.45 21.2292 3.3281 0.0704

29 773.09 69.9688 12.1815 0.0336

30 783.75 1.4807 4.5366 0.2307

31 829.27 7.96 22.6676 0.1838

32 834.42 3.7112 13.3134 0.1497

33 851.65 34.8513 46.9956 0.0602

34 882.28 16.7851 28.5756 0.1271

35 908.67 0.7475 4.8198 0.159

36 927.41 11.6241 8.9307 0.7286
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37 936.11 35.295 5.3823 0.5393

38 943.65 22.9422 6.1087 0.4195

39 984.6 0.769 0.7543 0.067

40 999 0.5528 0.7364 0.5367

41 1013.19 5.8271 45.0862 0.0657

42 1015.72 0.6842 1.2355 0.1864

43 1068.86 6.485 44.7071 0.0359

44 1078.63 75.3512 14.8123 0.3272

45 1112.58 1.8905 23.5416 0.2428

46 1135.46 33.38 108.5649 0.2529

47 1160.62 34.3483 111.2969 0.1702

48 1173.7 4.0712 3.7129 0.5564

49 1192.79 2.5904 6.0641 0.5953

50 1207.69 13.4087 138.7582 0.1162

51 1229.6 28.3614 16.9281 0.5928

52 1284.92 1.854 5.7056 0.699

53 1297.73 4.1091 20.4547 0.2237

54 1318.92 2.8058 45.8473 0.401

55 1345.72 13.8108 21.9772 0.7437

56 1359.67 662.7147 644.8538 0.4416

57 1370.15 78.6641 46.1837 0.1344

58 1378.24 244.3794 573.3953 0.1423

59 1429.51 11.0582 2.9337 0.5629

60 1463.73 55.9463 2.4211 0.4775

61 1480.54 18.4778 35.6144 0.5818

62 1498.68 47.907 5.89 0.0765

63 1505.18 18.635 3.9327 0.5184

64 1555.24 405.8638 69.2246 0.6947

65 1566.33 420.9845 63.5206 0.612

66 1609.73 43.6909 24.8478 0.6013

67 1624.92 111.8546 54.9852 0.6983

68 1631.14 125.763 29.0162 0.1287

69 1641.41 70.3465 379.9601 0.5513

70 3060.62 10.5281 248.1323 0.0934

71 3142.03 7.1903 77.804 0.4692

72 3153.88 24.6575 174.1249 0.3908

73 3178.58 7.9863 161.1364 0.7263

74 3197.26 19.7267 268.3651 0.2505

75 3207.25 4.9481 276.256 0.1265

76 3212.22 0.2851 97.8104 0.4595

77 3228.57 5.0887 193.061 0.1744

78 3242.39 23.7236 87.3382 0.2017
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9 Appendix

The Raman spectra for protonated pyridine state (NH-form) and aci-nitro state (OH-form) has

been calculated as well. In Figure 9.1 the spectra of all three tautomers of α-DNBP are shown,

highlighting the contributions of specific groups of atoms. The slightly changed structure leads to a

massive change in all normal modes. The strongest peaks in the fingerprint region (400-1700 cm-1)

are different for all three tautomers, which will be used to identify each one of them. In the high

wavenumber region (3000-3800 cm-1) the position of the hydrogen can be identified by specific

peak positions.

Figure 9.1: Raman spectra of the well known α-DNBP tautomers, highlighting the main difference to identify
the structure.
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9.2 LabVIEW

LabVIEW is a system engineering software designed for rapid access to hardware, data collection

and data processing. It is a visual coding system, containing a front panel used as interface and a

blockdiagram, where the code is placed.

I created a so called virtual instrument (vi) to maintain mostly every possible function to help

aligning and take measurement with the whole system. A user just needs the front panel (see

Figure 9.2) to use the setup, so I will briefly explain the possibilities briefly. In the left column the

parameters for the monochromater, the CCD, the motorized stages (delay stages) and the NOPAs

can be set. Also same indicators are placed to confirm if the devices are initialized and ready.

The tab control box on the right contains different displays and parameters for measurements

and other devices. The tab called "CARS" is most important for the measurements. The internal

box just below the tabs is used in all tabs for setting up the stages, start/stop a measurement,

show the process and enable a live view for aligning. First a single delay stage is chosen, than the

start and end point of the stage are set in mm and the distance between each step (step-width)

is defined as well. A button for background measurements is there, which saves the number of

"co additions" under a file, which name will start with background. Also the mean value of the

background measurement can be subtracted from the displayed spectrum, this will not change

how the data is stored and can be turned of with the "clear Background" button. The "Filter 667nm"

button, change the probe wavelength to 667.7 nm instead of the set wavelength of the OPA. "Co

Additions" are the number of spectra taken at the same time delay for doing statistics, displayed

with "Mean Population" to keep track of how many points are taken into account for the live view

right now. The button "Chopper" was meant to separate the collected data by the chopper position,

but unfortunately the software driver of the monochromator and the CCD does not support this

feature and a software work around is not possible. Below this all the options for the save file are

located. Starting with a button for saving the file, the general save location, a "Sample Name"

and a "file Name". The location will be at Z:\Messdaten\yyyy-mm-dd\"Sample Name"\"number

of measurement"\"file Name", the date and the number of measurement will be automatically

determined by LabVIEW. The text in the "parameters" text box will be added in the text file with the

general setting for of the setup and the collected raw data. The "CCD Busy" indicator light up as

long as the program communicates with the CCD. Below this indicator is the single "Spektrum"

display, which show the last taken spectrum or the last calculated mean spectrum. The slider to its

left set the maximum and minimum of the xy-graph. On the right is a "Saturation" indicator showing

the most illuminated pixel counts. Further on the right is the color plot "Symphony" displaying the

readout pixel array of the CCD, which will automatically scale the color range. A second color plot

"Delay Scan" is on the bottom, this will display the collected data during a scan. The x-axis is the

position of the scanning delay state, the y-axis the frequency and the color the amplitude. The

slider to its right named "Color Scale" is used to set the lower and upper limit of the color scale.

The tab control for "CAM" and "Ocean" are for operating the usb-cameras and the ocean optic

spectrometer. Both are used to assist in the alignment and trouble shooting. The "KHS" tab refers

to the NMOS detector to the second exits of the monochromator, used or the transient absorption

measurements.
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Figure 9.2: Front panel of the main vi, scaled to fit to page
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A brief guide how this virtual instrument is working and how to read it on the example of a

scan. In general the vi is using the queued message handler approach to create a very flexible

instrument, resulting in a stacked block diagram rather than a linear one. Looking at the block

diagram (see Figure 9.3), three major parts can be separated. First the initial sequence (blue

box), second the main handler (orange box) and third the device handler (green box). In the initial

sequence necessary parameters are set to a specific value and old data is erased. Also the

message queues for all the devices are created and the initialization commands for all devices

are set in the queue. The main handler (orange box) consists of an event handler in a while

loop, depending on the input the event handler updates the display or creates a command for the

devices. In the while loop most of the changeable parameters are located to ensure, that they are

updated. The green box contains a case structure in a while loop for every device. If there is a

command in the queue the specific case will be executed otherwise an empty case (default) is

selected.

Now I will explain how a measurement works in detail. After setting all needed parameter to the

desired values, the user clicks the start measurement button. The event structure will run the case

assigned to a value change of the measure button. The specific case will save the starting time

and choose, depending on witch tab is active to initialize the measurement. For the "KHS" tab

it create the file path and creates a list of the positions for every data point, the length of the list

defines the total number of steps. Also the live view is deactivated, the counter "Latest Step" and

"Last Saved" are set to zero and the memory for the array of the spectra is assigned. After this the

command "ScanKHS" is sent to the PIStages. The while loop for the PIStages starts the case for

the command "ScanKHS", which moves the chosen stage to the first position in the list and checks

if it stopped moving. After the movement has stopped, the position on the screen is updated and

the read out position replaces the position in the list. Also the command "Scan" is added in the

"KHS" quine. Executing the "Scan" case start with setting the indicator "Buissy KHS" to true. The

while loop will measure the spectra and ensure a correct measurement, before leaving the loop.

The Spectra are fed to the display and stored in an array and the indicator for the "Buissy KHS" is

set to false. Than the counter of "Latest Step" is compared with the counter for the total "Steps",

if the counter is less than the "Steps" the counter for "Latest Step" is increased by one. Further

more the program checks, if there are less than 1000 spectra in memory, otherwise it will save the

spectra, by activating a case of the event handler first before continuing the scan by adding the

"ScanKHS" command to the PIStage quine, again. If the "Latest Steps" is equal or bigger than

one less of the total "Steps" the program triggers a different case. The collected data will be saved

and the counter for "Latest Step" and "Steps" will be set to zero.

For a more detail view the three important frames involved in the measurement with the NMOS

sensor are shown in Figure 9.4. The frames for saving the data are not shown since the save

process is straightforward.
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Figure 9.3: Block diagram of the main vi, zoom out to show complete diagram. Blue box contains initial
sequence, orange box contains main handler and green box contains device handler.
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Figure 9.4: Showing the three important loops involved in a measurement. On top is the loop for handeling
the events, in the middle is the loop controlling the delay stages and on the bottom is the loop
controlling the NMOS readout device.
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